Anomaly detection is a crucial task in Prognostics and Condition Monitoring (PCM) of machinery. In modern remote PCM systems, data compression techniques are regularly used to reduce the need for bandwidth and storage. In these systems the challenge arises of how the compressed (distorted) vibration data affects the condition monitoring algorithms. This paper introduces a novel algorithm that can adaptively establish normal bounds of operation from continuous noisy vibration profiles working with compressed vibration data. The proposed technique is based on four modules, including feature extraction, feature fusion, extreme value vibration modeling and adaptive thresholding for anomaly detection. The proposed method has been validated with experiments using three time-series datasets. The experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm is able to perform detection of malfunctions in rotating machines effectively without faulty reference data. Moreover, the proposed method is able to produce accurate early warning and alarm indications from both the raw and compressed (distorted) datasets with equal veracity.
Introduction
Prognostics and Condition Monitoring (PCM) of complex engineering systems has been proposed to evaluate the reliability of a machine within its operation conditions [1] . Failures in machine structural integrity can be a significant contributor to increased running costs, unplanned outages and even catastrophic 5 events in plants (e.g. power generation plant). The stringent safety considerations together with the cost of such outages makes essential the condition monitoring (CM) of all machinery vital to plant operation. PCM needs continuous streams of raw noise and vibration data which are routinely captured by the CM systems in a constant high precision state. The storage of high precision 10 floating point vibration data is costly, and a high bandwidth network is required to transfer the data from the sensor to the control room or monitoring station. This is currently addressed by applying algorithms that produce low bandwidth Condition Indicators (CI) in the process discarding raw data. However, the understanding of the failures resulting from transient events in retrospect becomes 15 more difficult if the reduced sampling frequency means that valuable information has been lost. Another approach is to apply data compression algorithms [2] that can adapt its acquisition conditions and compression ratio without loss of critical information.
In this paper the vibration data is collected from multiple sensors and com- 20 pressed using the techniques initially presented in [2] in real-time using a low precision base layer and high precision refinement layer. An Adaptive Event Trigger Mechanism (AETM) system is optimized to process only the base layer so no high precision decoding is required under nominal machine operation.
This means that in the steady nominal state the refinement layer can be ig- 25 nored safely. If a trend or event is detected that triggers a requirement for more detailed data analysis, the decompressor performs the reconstruction of the high precision signal on the basis of the base layer elements and the superimposed elements from the refinement layer. Event detection is performed by the AETM algorithm that detects a change in the noise and vibration signature properties 30 2 in the form of a trend or a transient event. The objective of this set-up is to obtain accurate monitoring data leading up to and during an event to enable effective data storage, bandwidth management and robust decision making.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A novel AETM algorithm that utilizes a hybrid structure composed of 35 trend estimation and health status modeling based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Modeling (MGDM).
• An in depth evaluation on how the performance of the AETM algorithm is influenced by compressed/distorted vibration signal using publicly avail- 40 able data sets and realistic machinery data.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work in PCM algorithms. Section 3 presents the proposed AETM system in detail. Section 4 presents descriptions of the experimental datasets, while Section 5 presents performance results with different testing on measured data [13] . Hybrid approaches combine the above mentioned two methods together to improve the performance of the prediction [14] .
An important consideration in model-based methods is how to estimate 60 model parameters according to the characteristics of the monitored machine and the associated measured signals. In [15] , a Bayesian-based Particle filtering (PF) is derived from traditional Kalman filtering, which is capable of combining measured signals and expert knowledge from empirical models to evaluate the state of the system. Zio et al. [16] employed the PF filtering algorithm 65 in conjunction with a Monte Carlo estimation algorithm to perform Remaining Useful Life (RUL) predictions. In [14] , a prognostics approach based on PF for estimation of the RUL of aluminum electrolytic capacitors has been proposed.
The proposed approach assumes that the degradation model and the values of its parameters are known. Lei et al. [17] employed the Paris-Erdogan model to 70 represent the degradation processes of rolling element bearings and employed maximum likelihood estimation for initialization of the model parameters. Yu [18] proposed a bearing health degradation monitoring method that was used to calculate the similarity between probability density functions described by two different hidden Markov models. The Wiener process has many properties, such 75 as non-monotonic, infinite divisibility and a physical interpretations property, which can be employed to characterize the dynamic characteristic of a system. It has been widely used in various industrial applications [19, 20] . Duan et al.
proposed a CM method which incorporation of the influence of both aging and degradation state in modeling the machine status in [21] . The proposed method 80 utilized a semi-Markov decision process framework to obtain the thresholds by formulating and analyzing the health status of the machine as an optimization problem.
In practice, how to model the physics and principles of a system operation is not straight forward. The behaviors change differently among different 85 components and machine status due to individual high dimensional diversity.
The characteristics that define the nature and the origin of the degradation of the components/machines are usually unavailable. All of these factors make it 4 difficult to build an accurate and robust model of the machinery system.
The data-driven approach is a popular alternative for PCM proposed in re-90 cent years as it monitors the degradation process of a system from the collected data directly. The prognostic prediction of the failure progression using statistical and/or machine learning algorithms has been conducted in [22, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . In general, the data-driven approaches follow a procedure composed of: vibration data acquisition, time/frequency domain feature extraction, 95 feature fusion, prognostic modeling and prediction.
Data-driven approaches try to utilize the statistical features that are directly extracted from collected raw data as the indicators of PCM [30] . Each kind of feature is susceptible to a certain kind of failure in a certain degradation stage [31] . A robust indicator for PCM should take advantage of mutual information 100 from multiple features of degradation assessment and health status prediction.
The drawback of data-driven approach is that, the accuracy of the PCM model is highly dependent on the sensitivity and reliability of the extracted features.
However, some of these features may present redundancy, irrelevance or have been distorted by a compression algorithm, and these kinds of features may lead 105 to contradictory information and thus reduce the performance of the prognostic modeling and prediction analysis.
To avoid this problem a systematic data fusion algorithm is necessary to extract and select the most representative features from the statistical features.
Previous research on multiple features selection and indicator construction with
110 fusion have been proposed [32, 13, 24] . Feature selection and fusion algorithms aim at selecting a subset of the most relevant and informative features from the original feature space [33] . Feature selection based on principal component analysis (PCA) was investigated in [34, 35, 36] . Due to its ability to discriminate directions with the largest variance in a data set, the PCA algorithm was 115 employed to identify the most representative features for defect classification in bearing condition monitoring. Mujica to a model for structural damage detection [35] . In [36] , the PCA algorithm [39] . In order to remove re-dundancy in the multisensory data, the feature selection has been produced by Pearson product-moment rank correlation and SVM technique to capture redundant information in the multisensor data.
Nowadays, industrial CM systems use multiple sensors and generate con-130 tinuous streams of raw noise and vibration data. Compression can be used to reduce storage requirements and data transfer bandwidth to the control room outlined in the authors' previous work [2] . The effects of compression on the trigger mechanism have not been previously investigated although it could have negative effects on the accuracy and robustness of the subsequent thresholding 135 and decision making processes. To address this problem we create a AETM that follows a statistical approach for trend estimation and health degradation modeling using compressed vibration information. 6
Proposed Adaptive Event Trigger Mechanism (AETM) system
We create an adaptive monitoring method to quantify the operation status The VSC algorithm proposed in [2] is part of a reliable and effective health monitoring technology for machines and civil infrastructure (e.g. power generation system), as shown in Fig. 2 . The adaptive vibration signal compression scheme is composed of a lifting discrete wavelet transform (LDWT) with setpartitioning embedded blocks (SPECK) that sorts the wavelet coefficients by 160 significance [40] . The algorithm exploits the clustering of energy found in the transformed domain and concentrated on those areas of the set which have high energy. This allows those signals with higher information to be encoded first based on their energy content. The output of the SPECK module is input to an optimized context-based arithmetic coder that generates the compressed bit- 
Vibration Signal Compressor (VSC)
The benefit of the VSC algorithm is that a single coded bitstream can be used 170 to decode the signal at any rate less than or equal to the coded rate, to provide the best reconstruction quality [2] . The algorithm is very useful for remote CM systems that can perform an initial base layer decoding so the AETM can quickly inspect the vibration signal and decide if it should be fully decoded (adding more detailed information to the base layer) for further analysis, or it 175 is good enough to be categorized as normal health status signal.
In particular, the VSC algorithm [2] employs Lift Discrete Wavelet Transform (LDWT) for decomposing the complex vibration signal into basis signals of finite bandwidth, followed by Set-partitioning Embedded Blocks (SPECK) sorting algorithm to increase the coding performance by reducing the number 180 of wavelet coefcients that needs to be coded, as well as exploiting the higher order statistical dependencies with context-based modeling and arithmetic coding. The experimental results indicate that the proposed VSC algorithm could achieves up to 59.41% bitrate reduction with same reconstruction quality level compare to the state-of-the-art JPEG2000 coder, while retaining the charac-185 teristics in the compressed vibration signals to ensure accurate event analysis [2] . 8
Feature extraction
The vibration signal is composed of random noise and periodic fluctuations.
Due to the low signal to noise ratio of the sensing measurement, it is challenging 190 to model the relationship between the captured raw vibration signal and the health states. To tackle this problem, feature extraction methods aim to denoise the raw signal and refine the data.
In this paper, the feature set recommended by [13, 24, 41] Table 1 .
Indicator matrix construction
In order to process the features extracted from the vibration signal, an indicator matrix F corresponding to the monitored machine operational state is constructed as:
where m denotes the number of features f (set to 21 in this study). The indicator condition is organized with signal features in rows. However, the different feature spaces are in different units and magnitudes, which causes that these features do not have equal contributions to the PCM indicators. To solve this problem, the vibration signal features in the indicator matrix are normalized by 220 the Z-score standardizing method [42] , converting all of the statistical features to a normalized space. The standardized indicator matrix, Z, retains the signature properties (e.g. skewness and kurtosis) of the original matrix, and has mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1.
Feature fusion 225
In a multiple sensor condition monitoring system, the amount of feature data extracted from the raw data is overwhelming. Practically, the features can be treated as a high-dimensional multivariate indicator matrix composed of several vectors formed by the different features. It is impracticable to import the raw feature matrix to construct a model due to the high dimensionality and the high 230 correlation between feature vectors. In order to improve the computational efficiency without compromising the signature of the extracted features, Principal component analysis (PCA) has been employed for feature fusion and eliminate correlations between variables [43] .
The key idea of the PCA algorithm is that, by calculating the eigenvectors 235 of the covariance matrix of the original inputs, the PCA algorithm transforms a high-dimensional input vector into a low-dimensional one whose components are uncorrelated. More specifically, given the normalized indicator matrix Z = 
wherez is the mean feature vector of all samples of Z and superscript T denotes the transportation. Accordingly, the corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix Z 
where λ and v denotes the eigenvalue and the eigenvector of R Z , respectively.
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Consequently, by solving (3), the largest d eigenvalues can be obtained. The eigenvalues are usually arranged in the descending order:
The jth principal component feature of a sample z i , denoted as P i,j , can be obtained by projecting z i onto the direction of the eigenvector v j :
The eigenvectors span a d-dimensional orthogonal space and the principal component (PC) representations can be obtained by projecting Z onto the space.
For visualization, Fig. 3 shows the three most representative PCs.
The representativeness of each PC can be calculated based on its contribution to the machine health condition. In order to represent and detect machine ducing the computational load without compromising the characteristic of the features. The accumulative contribution rate (ACR) method has been employed to selects the first m PCs based on the eigenvalues. The ACR method can be defined as,
where R m denotes the percentage of the total variance in the original feature space F , which can been discriminated by the m PCs. A specific threshold for the ACR method needs to be chosen depending on the specific machine monitoring applications and dataset. Fig. 4 shows an example result of the ACR method, which indicates that more than 85% of the information of the dataset 265 can be represented by the first three principle components. Considering the increment of the computational complexity demands and diminishing returns, only the first three principle components have been employed to produce all the experimental results presented in this paper.
Data cleaning and trend detection
A fundamental challenge in machine condition monitoring and prognostics is the trend detection of the vibration signal. The PCA algorithm is employed to fuse and select the most representative information from the original feature space. However, the selected low-dimensional PCs contain noise components which is problematic for trend prediction, as the blue line shows in Fig. 5 . The
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next subsections propose filtering based on Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter [44] to smooth out the irregular roughness and trend estimation based on Mahalanobis distance adaptive thresholding method in conjunction with the Gradient of Change method. 
Hodrick and Prescott in [44] suggest a way to isolate c t from L t by following 295 13 minimization problem.
where the parameter ξ is a positive number which penalizes variability and controls the smoothness in the trend component. The solution series becomes smoother as ξ increases. The first term in the loss function (7) Note that, as ξ approaches 0 in (7), the trend component becomes equivalent 305 to the original series, while as ξ diverges to infinity, τ t approaches a linear trend.
In this paper, we set ξ = 1600 based on an empirical investigation. Fig. 5 shows the magnitude P 1 of each PC with and without HP filtering, where the blue curve represents the raw P 1 values and the red curve represents the values of P 1 after the temporal filtering processing. can be denoted as,
The instantaneous GoC (tangent line) of the expression is the first derivative at the point. So, the trend of the segment time window can be obtained by
where T w denotes the CGoC, which represents the estimated trend of the spe- 
where T w is the vector of the CGoC with the corresponding mean µ, and Σ denotes the covariance matrix.
Multivariate Gaussian distribution modeling for anomaly detection
In [36] , the Q-statistic and the T 2 -statistic indices have been employed for analyzing the variability of the data projection in residual-and PCA-subspace respectively for damage detection indices. This method based on the assump-345 tion that the underlying process follows approximately a multivariate normal distribution where the first moment vector is zero.
In this section, we present the next stage of the proposed method which is to construct a model of normality using "healthy" training data. This is achieved via a Multivariate Gaussian Distribution Modeling (MGDM) in con-350 junction with extreme value detection with the Mahalanobis distance algorithm.
The statistical decision process based on Gaussian probability models have low computational intensity and often lead to good performance in the detection task previously observed in the machine learning literature [48] . We shall model the feature signals as multivariate normal vectors P that follow a multivariate 355 normal distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ. The probability density function (PDF) using a multivariate Gaussian distribution is given by,
where |Σ| represents the determinant of matrix Σ, n is the dimension of the data space P, µ and Σ can be defined as follows,
Anomaly detection in the health status of the PCM system can been considered as outlier analysis for statistical purposes. The statistic analysis computes discordance measures for the signal and then compares the discordance with a threshold. The discordance measures are based on statistics extracted from 365 healthy/normal condition signal, while the health status thresholds are derived based on the optimal confidence region in the PDF. The probability densities are specified by the hypotheses in (14), since we can design an adaptive health status threshold based on the discordance between the hypotheses. In univariate space, in order to evaluate the discordance between two populations, the standardized or statistical distance is examined, such as, d = |x ζ −µ| σx , where x ζ is the candidate outlier and µ and σ x are the mean and standard de-375 viation of the data sample respectively. In the multivariate space, not only the variances of the variables but also their covariances or correlations must be considered. Thus, the Mahalanobis distance d Mah can be obtained according to the weighting matrix S as follow,
In the multivariate (n-D) case, the Mahalanobis distance d Mah provides such a 380 measure. The equidensity contours of the PDF, p, characterized by constant d Mah , are ellipsoids centered at µ whose axes are aligned with the eigenvectors of S. The specific equidensity contour that accumulates a target probability can be found using the property that the squared Mahalanobis distance follows a X 2 distribution, or Chi-squared distribution [49] . For the distribution N (µ, S), 385 whose PDF is (11) , the probability accumulated in the health region R can be defined as follows, where Γ(α) is the Gamma function and γ(α, β) is the lower incomplete Gamma function. The equation (17) represents the values of the cumulative distribution 390 function (CDF) of a centered chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom, X 2 n , for a squared Mahalanobis distance d 2 , as P X 2 n (d 2 ) . Thus, given a probability value 0 < P < 1, the threshold value d Mah that specifies the equidensity contour bounding the confidence region R for which P health = P(R) can be obtained by inverting (17) . Fig. 7 illustrates that the correspondence between the 395 cumulative probability P and the probability obtained with different dimensions n = {1, 2, ..., 10, 20, 30} for the optimal threshold of the Mahalanobis distance d Mah .
Experimental Datasets
In this paper, two public and one internal datasets have been employed for 400 evaluating performance of the proposed method. The data sets include the NASA bearing dataset (NASA Bearing) [50] , PRONOSTIA (PHM Bearing) 
Evaluations on Raw signal
To evaluate the performance of the proposed PCM algorithm, the experiments use the raw vibration signal. In Fig. 9(a 
Evaluations on Compressed signal
In order to evaluate the reliability and robustness of the proposed PCM algorithm in a modern practical scenario -the bandwidth and storage requirement 470 are reduced using the state-of-the-art vibration signal encoder [2] compressing the raw vibration signal. Seven different distortion levels have been generated by compressing the vibration signal with different bitdepth representations, ranging from 4-to 16-bitdepth. All of the compression parameters and conditions have been set as same as which presented in [2] . For the Turbine dataset, 5 475 condition indicators raw signal have been compressed accordingly. Fig. 10 shows the Signal to Noise Ratio corresponding to the compression ratio results of the three evaluated datasets respectively. As shown in the results, the higher bitdepth obtains better precision in the vibration signal, thus the 16 bitdepth compressor achieves more than 80 dB reconstruction accuracy, but 480 with lower compression ratio. In contrast the 4 bitdepth compressor achieves less than 20 dB reconstruction accuracy, but compresses the vibration signal significantly, achieving more than 100:1 compression ratio on Turbine 2 dataset.
We have selected the graphs for raw signal (Fig. 9 ), 6 bitdepth ( Fig. 11) and 4 bitdepth ( Fig. 12 ) compressor, and one set from each test dataset. In 485 particular, Fig. 11 shows the performance evaluation on the vibration signal compressed by the 6 bitdepth compressor. As shown in the figure, the proposed algorithm achieves very similar trend prediction and health status modeling results on the distorted dataset compare to the performance on the raw signal in Fig. 9 . It is worth noting that, the 6 bitdepth compression result in Fig. 10 vibration accurately. This approach dramatically reduces the bandwidth and storage requirement for the condition monitoring system without compromising 495 the condition monitoring performance.
In order to illustrate the performance limitation of the proposed method affected by the compressed and distorted vibration signal, Fig. 12 shows the experimental results of the proposed method evaluated on the vibration signal which have been compressed by the 4 bitdepth compressor. As shown in Fig.  and 16.3 SNR on average. Under this high compression ratio scenario, the high frequency information contained by the principle components has been distorted significantly, as shown in Fig. 12 (a) , (c) and (e). Compare to the results evaluated on the raw and 6 bitdepth signals, the proposed method apply to the 505 4 bitdepth compressed data shows an observable degradation in performance.
In particular, the results of the CGoC algorithm indicate that the "Warning" signals has been triggered at the marginal time compare to the raw and 6 bitdepth results. However, the "Alarm" for the early faults with the 4 bitdepth compressed signal is not triggered correctly as can be seen during the samples 510 between samples {200, 300} in Fig. 12 (e) . Nevertheless, the "Alarm" signals have been triggered correctly for the actual faults. The MGDM algorithm achieves reasonable results, and the "Alarm" samples have been highlighted effectively.
Discussion and conclusion 515
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid data-driven approach for trend estimation and health status modeling to perform machine health prognostic and condition monitoring (PCM 
